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Self-assembled block co-polymer templated mesostructured
silica (nanocomposites) produced under acidic conditions
have recently attracted attention as potential optical materi-
als.[1±10] They have several desirable properties such as easy
processing that allows for a variety of useful structures for op-
tical applications such as thin films,[3,4,11±15] fibers,[16,17] mono-
liths,[18±20] hierarchical ordering,[21] and micropatterns pro-
duced by soft lithography.[5,9,22] Further, these materials can
be readily doped with a wide range of components such as or-
ganometallic complexes,[23] semiconducting nanocrystals,[24,25]

semiconducting polymers,[26,27] and dyes.[5,7,8,28] Such host/
guest nanocomposites combine the high stability of the inor-
ganic host framework with the diversity of guest dopants,
leading to versatile properties that are currently being ex-
plored to produce novel optical materials.

Previously, dye-doped mesostructures have demonstrated
their utility as potential laser materials by displaying ampli-
fied spontaneous emission (ASE).[5,8] Further, their unique ar-
chitectures, e.g., organic/inorganic phase separation on the
nanometer scale, has allowed for higher active dye doping by
suppressing concentration quenching.[29]

While characterizing ASE is a useful way to demonstrate
that a material can amplify light, to make a laser it is neces-
sary to incorporate the gain material into a cavity with reso-
nant feedback. A simple way to produce a high Q laser cavity
is to dip-coat an optical fiber or form a microdisk through
photolithography.[6] Although these structures are easy to fab-
ricate, they have the disadvantage that they emit light into a
ring instead of a well-defined beam.[30] One way to make an
in-plane laser with a well-defined output beam is to reflect

light in a waveguide through the incorporation of a periodic
modulation of refractive index or gain so that light is Bragg
reflected. Lasers that operate by this type of grating-induced
coupling are known as distributed feedback (DFB) lasers.[31,32]

The lasing wavelength of a DFB laser is close to the Bragg
wavelength, kBragg = 2neffK (neff is the effective refractive in-
dex of the waveguide and K is the period of the grating), and
can be tuned by changing either neff or K. Single-mode DFB
lasers are made when light is reflected through modulation of
gain or by incorporating a phase shift. Dual-mode DFB lasers
are obtained when Bragg reflection occurs through modula-
tion of the refractive index with one mode just below and the
other just above kBragg.

Recently, DFB lasers have been made by etching gratings
into a low-refractive-index substrate and then spin casting a
conjugated polymer or evaporating small luminescent mole-
cules over the grating.[30,33] The gratings were made by holo-
graphic lithography or precision photolithography and reac-
tive ion etching, techniques that require expensive optical and
clean room equipment. Over the past several years, alterna-
tive techniques to traditional lithography that are much less
expensive and easier to perform, such as embossing, ink jet
printing,[34] and soft lithography,[35,36] have been developed.
Soft lithography uses elastomeric molds (stamps) to pattern
materials. This technique can be used to make patterned
structures with dimensions ranging in size from ~30 nm to
over a centimeter and can be performed on non-planar sub-
strates. Conventional lithography is used to make the mold,
but once the mold is made many replica structures can be
made from it. In this letter we report the use of soft lithogra-
phy to fabricate an optically pumped rhodamine-6G-doped
mesostructured silica DFB laser that has a moderately low
lasing threshold (~55 kW/cm2) and emission linewidths with a
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of only 0.3 nm.

Figure 1 illustrates the fabrication steps for the DFB res-
onators. A typical master was fabricated by first spin-coating
a standard photoresist, e.g., AZ 4110 (Clariant), onto a silicon
wafer. The photoresist was first exposed in a conventional
mask aligner through a photomask with a waveguide stripe
pattern on it. Then, the photoresist was exposed to a holo-
graphic grating pattern that was generated by interfering two
beams from a 325 nm wavelength He:Cd laser. The grating
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grooves were arranged to be perpendicular to the waveguide
stripes. The grating periods were set between 190±210 nm by
varying the angle between the interfering laser beams. This
wavelength regime was chosen so that first order reflections
would occur in the waveguides. Due to the differences in
photoresist sensitivities for the different wavelengths used in
the two exposures, the holographic exposure was generally
over 10 times longer. After the two exposures, the photoresist
was developed. Grating depths were controlled through a
combination of exposure and development times and could
be varied between 4±40 nm (Fig. 2). Deeper gratings are prin-
cipally possible but were not explored. From these photoresist
patterns (masters), stamps were made by casting and curing
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) onto the relief structures.[35,36]

The mesostructure precursor solution was made as follows:
3.5 g tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) was hydrolyzed by
reaction with 1.3 g water (pH 1.3 with HCl) until the solution
was homogenous. Separately, 1 g P123 [poly(ethylene oxide)-
b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(ethylene oxide), (EO20PO70-
EO20)] was dissolved in 10 g ethanol. The solutions were
mixed, 20 mg rhodamine 6G was added, and stirred for an
hour prior to use. The final molar composition TEOS/EtOH/
H2O/HCl/P123/dye was 1:18.2:6:0.005:0.014:0.0035.

For waveguiding in a thin film of a gain material to occur,
the refractive index of the substrate, which acts as a cladding,
should be lower than that of the gain layer. Ideally it should
be much lower so that the light is well confined in the gain
medium. Since the refractive index of our mesostructured
films is between 1.4 and 1.5, we chose to use mesoporous sil-
ica, which has a refractive index of ~1.2, as a cladding layer to
support the gain layer. The claddings, which were typically

1 lm thick, were deposited onto silicon wafers as described
previously.[5]

When structures were made by MIMIC (micromolding in
capillaries), both ends of a PDMS stamp were cut open and
the stamp was placed in conformal contact with the substrate.
A drop of the previously described sol±gel block copolymer
dye solution was placed at one end and allowed to fill the mi-
crochannels by capillary flow. While gelation of the meso-
structure precursors normally occurs within a few hours, the
molds were generally left undisturbed overnight to allow for
increased cross-linking and condensation of the silica frame-
work. Finally, the stamp was removed and the substrate
cleaved to produce smooth edges for optimal output and to
remove thick film areas that occur where the substrate was
not covered by the stamp.

The width of the waveguide stripes was controlled by the
photomask and ranged in size from 2.5±50 lm. The length of
the stripes was determined by the wafer cleaving and varied
from several millimeters to over 1 cm. The heights of the
ridge waveguide DFBs were controlled by choice of photore-
sist, in combination with spinning speed, and were varied
from 0.9±2.5 lm. When wide short structures, e.g., 50 lm
width by 1.1 lm tall, where made, sagging of the stamp oc-
curred, causing the tops to be U-shaped. When structures are
made with the proper aspect ratio, no sagging occurred.[35,36]

However, even in the sagging structures, the Bragg reflector
was successfully transferred and lasing was observed.

Previously, it has been demonstrated that mesostructures pre-
pared by combining soft lithography and block copolymer tem-
plating results in long-range hexagonal order with the meso-
structured channels lying parallel to the surface and along the

direction of capillary flow.[5,22] Meso-
scopic ordering was characterized by
low angle X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The XRD pattern (Fig. 3)
shows only (h00) reflections consis-
tent with a hexagonal mesophase,
whose channels are aligned parallel
to the substrate. The hexagonal meso-
phase is further confirmed by TEM of
the calcined samples (Fig. 4), which
shows free-standing cylinders viewed
normal to the cylinder axis in the
plane of the substrate.

Samples were optically pumped
with a frequency-doubled neo-
dymium±yttrium±aluminum±garnet
(Nd:YAG) laser at 532 nm, 10 Hz
pump frequency, and 10 ns pulse
widths. The energy of the pulses was
controlled using a set of calibrated
neutral density filters. An adjustable
slit and cylindrical lens were used to
shape the beam into a stripe 1.5 mm
� 0.5 mm. Samples were pumped at
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Fig. 2. a) AFM image and cross-sectional analysis of Bragg grating of photoresist DFB master. b) AFM image
and cross-sectional of Bragg grating of rhodamine 6G doped mesostructured silica ridge DFB waveguide.



normal incidence with the long direction of the stripe perpen-
dicular to the grooves in the ridge waveguides. The light
emitted from the edge was detected with a monochromator
(600 grooves/mm) and liquid-nitrogen cooled charge coupled
device (CCD) detector. Scattered light from the pump laser
was suppressed by a 532 nm notch filter.

The edge emission intensity versus the pump intensity,
along with the corresponding spectrum are shown in Fig-
ure 5a, for a hexagonal mesostructured silica waveguide con-
taining 1 wt.-% rhodamine 6G. Below the threshold, the emis-
sion is characteristic of spontaneous emission and broad,
~60 nm. Once the threshold is reached, ~55 kW/cm2, the
emission is dominated by a few lines that have FWHM of
0.3 nm. The neff of the waveguides can be calculated from the
Bragg equation and atomic force microscopy (AFM) mea-
surements of the grating period. For the sample shown in Fig-
ure 5a, whose period is 200 nm, neff is calculated to be ~1.40
and compares well to the measured value of 1.43.[5]

Although we observed spectra with as few as three lasing
modes, in most samples, 4 to 5 modes occur (Fig. 5b). Multi-
mode behavior most likely results for one of two possible phe-
nomena. The first is that slight distortions may occur in the
grating period over the pumped region from either the mas-
ter/stamp reproduction or from the transfer of the pattern by
the stamps to the mesostructure. To produce the first-order
Bragg grating used to provide feedback in these samples, a
small period is required, ~200 nm. While soft lithography has
successfully fabricated structures smaller than 200 nm, single-
mode lasing places stringent requirements on exact periodic-
ity and small deformations associated with soft lithography
could change the grating period enough to observe this

behavior.[37] For example, a grating variation from 200 nm to
202 nm could produce the range of peaks observed in
Figure 5b. Previous studies on stamped organic DFBs used
higher order gratings, and therefore longer periods, and still
observed multimode mode behavior in many samples.[38,39]

Secondly, the large size of the excitation beam simultaneously
excites multiple waveguides. For example, in Figure 5b each
waveguide is 3 lm wide and separated by 4 lm so a 0.5 mm
wide excitation strip would excite ~72 DFBs. Therefore, if
there is a small difference between each waveguide DFB, then
multiple emission peaks would be observed.

In summary, we have demonstrated a simple technique to
produce dye-doped mesostructured DFB lasers. The lasers
exhibited multimode lasing with FWHM < 0.3 nm and had a
threshold of ~55 kW/cm2. The technique employs low-cost
stamping methods that are capable of replicating features of
only a few hundred nanometers, a requirement for producing
a first-order grating. Furthermore, the masters were fabri-
cated through hierarchically patterning photoresist that does
not require etching or metal depositions.
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Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction pattern of rhodamine 6G doped mesostructured silica
ridge DFB waveguide.

Fig. 4. TEM micrograph of calcined rhodamine 6G doped mesostructured silica
ridge DFB waveguide.

Fig. 5. a) DFB lasing spectrum of a 1% rhodamine 6G doped mesostructured
silica ridge waveguide with power dependence as a function of pump intensity
shown in the inset. b) DFB lasing spectrum of a typical sample.
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Modification of Indium Tin Oxide for Improved
Hole Injection in Organic Light Emitting
Diodes**

By Yulong Shen, Daniel B. Jacobs, George G. Malliaras,*
Goutam Koley, Michael G. Spencer, and
Andronique Ioannidis

Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) represent a very
promising technology for flat panel displays and are already
appearing in consumer electronics products such as car
stereos and cell phones. The ease of fabrication, robustness,
high efficiency, and small weight and thickness are major
advantages over competing technologies, such as liquid crys-
tals. A large research effort in both academia and industry is
focused on understanding the device physics and improving
their efficiency and lifetime.

In its simplest case, an OLED consists of one or more
organic semiconductor layers sandwiched between two metal
electrodes, one with a high (anode) and one with a low (cath-
ode) work function. Upon application of forward bias, elec-
trons and holes are injected from the cathode and the anode
respectively and recombine inside the organic layer(s) pro-
ducing light emission.[1] The process of charge injection is of
fundamental importance, as it can control the electrical char-
acteristics and/or the efficiency of the device.[2] A great deal
of contemporary research addresses various aspects of metal/
organic interfaces, such as morphology,[3,4] energetics,[5±11] and
charge transport.[12±15] Modification of interfaces has also
received considerable attention; especially on the cathode
side of the device where the need to replace low work func-
tion metals, such as Ca, with more stable ones, such as Al, is
pressing. The bulk of the work has been carried out on ultra-
thin layers of LiF, CsF, and low work function metals inserted
between the organic and Al to produce OLEDs with higher
efficiency than those with Al cathodes alone.[16±19]

On the anode-side of the device, indium tin oxide (ITO)
seems to be the electrode of choice. Although it comes with
its own set of problems, such as a large variation in properties
depending on preparation,[20,21] release of indium and oxygen
into the organic layer,[22] and poor compatibility with some
organic materials,[4] it offers a combination of transparency
and conductivity that is hard to replace. Modification of ITO
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